As Francois Jacob tells it, one afternoon in September 1958, just back from New York, he walked into Jacque Monod's office at the Pasteur Institute in Paris; he believed he had something exciting to discuss. But he found an unimpressed Monod brusquely dismissive. Tired from his flight, Jacob quickly gave up and went home to bed. The next day he returned re-energized and found an altogether more receptive Monod. Although the two had worked at the Pasteur for a number of years, their conversation that day launched an intense period of collaboration that resulted in one of the true intellectual and experimental triumphs of molecular biology.
Jacob had been in New York to deliver the Harvey Lecture at Rockefeller University and in the weeks leading up to this prestigious event, while pondering what he might say, something rather remarkable had occurred to him: perhaps the two unrelated biological systems studied at the Pasteur were controlled in the same way. The two systems in question were lysogeny by bacteriophage lambda, and the ability of Escherichia coli to make an enzyme that digests lactose only when the cell encounters that sugar. Jacob's idea was that the mechanisms underlying the regulation of these two otherwise distinct phenomena were identical.
Below I give an overview of how Jacob and Monod came to work together, and of the historic experiments they completed 50 years ago this year. This is not for mere arcane amusement on this important anniversary, but because their work remains relevant. Many observations reported since in studies of gene regulation and developmental biology are in essence re-runs of their experiments, in different ways and in a variety of systems. They also provide the context for what follows in this special issue on the evolution of gene expression. Jacob and Monod's model of gene regulation is essential for an understanding of the emerging fields of EvoDevo and the evolution of gene circuitry.
Before the Collaboration Began
Monod was the elder of the two men by 10 years -and would have been 100 this year were he still alive. A keen rock climber, accomplished cellist and sailor, he joined the Pasteur after the liberation of France in 1944. During the war he had worked in a lab at the Sorbonne while also taking part in the guerilla activities of the French Resistance, rising to a prominent leadership role. Following concern that his identity had been revealed to the Gestapo, he was forced to move out of his apartment and steer clear of the Sorbonne. He was given temporary bench space in Andre Lwoff's lab at the Pasteur Institute, and never left; by 1970 he was the Institute's director.
Working on the E. coli lac system, Monod and his colleagues had developed a range of biochemical tools with which they could show that the presence of lactose in the growth medium induced synthesis of the enzyme, b-galactosidase, that was responsible for digesting lactose. This was already a major insight: previously the favored model of 'enzyme adaptation' invoked a precursor enzyme taking on the ability to digest lactose when it encountered that sugar -the enzyme, it was suggested in the most extreme version of this model, used lactose as a template on which to fold itself into the required shape to digest that substrate. When another sugar presented itself, the enzyme would change shape again and become active on that new substrate instead. (This, it should be remembered, was at a time before it was widely accepted that a given protein had a defined three-dimensional shape, even a consistent composition.)
In 1950, the 30-year old Jacob arrived at the Pasteur -like Monod before him, a refugee taken in by Lwoff. Having escaped France after it fell to the Germans, Jacob fought for the Free French under de Gaulle and was seriously wounded in Normandy soon after the D-day landings. The severity of those wounds kept him in hospital for months and left many pieces of shrapnel permanently buried in his body. After the war, he completed the medical training the conflict had interrupted but found he was unable to take up a career as a surgeon due to the effects of his injuries. After a number of false starts in various professions, he fell upon biological research after reading of recent work in what would soon become molecular biology. By then, Monod had his own lab located at one end of a short corridor in the attic of the Pasteur; Lwoff's lab was diagonally across the hall at the other end. Jacob first approached Monod, who directed him to Lwoff. After repeated attempts to persuade Lwoff to hire him, and despite his lack of knowledge and experienceand his age -Lwoff in the end relented when his expanding interests in lysogeny required more helpers.
Lwoff studied lysogeny in a strain of Bacillus megaterium, but soon after Jacob arrived they switched to E. coli lysogenic for phage lambda, recently discovered by Esther Lederberg. Phage lambda infection unfolds in one of two ways: either lytically, in which the phage genome replicates, packaging proteins are made, and the cell lyses with the release of several dozen new phage some 45 minutes later; or lysogenically, in which the phage genome integrates into that of the host in a form called a prophage. The viral genes are almost all shut off in a lysogen, and the prophage is replicated passively as part of the bacterial genome. Also, a lysogen is 'immune' to further infection by another lambda: the repression that keeps the prophage silent also silences any new incoming phage as well.
While the prophage within a lysogen is almost infinitely stable if left unmolested, it can, upon receipt of a suitable signal, awake from its dormant state and return to lytic growth (in a process called induction). Lwoff had been the first to show this, using UV light as inducer, just before Jacob joined his lab. Indeed, Jacob himself speculated that it was perhaps the good mood engendered by this discovery that weakened Lwoff's resistance to his joining the lab. Lwoff's work is rather little celebrated these days, though he shared in the 1965 Nobel Prize together with Jacob and Monod for the work on gene regulation (Figure 1 ). His own splendid account of his work on lysogeny, in an essay entitled ''The Prophage and I'' (in Phage and the Origins Of Molecular Biology), reveals his dry wit as well as his remarkable science.
While Monod had largely used biochemistry to investigate the process of enzyme induction, Jacob favored genetics when grappling with lysogeny. These different approaches made sense. The products of the lambda genes encoding replication and packaging functions were numerous and barely characterized, and none was readily assayed. But mutants of the phage with altered behaviors were relatively easy to come by. In contrast, the activity of the enzyme b-galactosidase (product of the lacZ gene) was of course known, and easily assayed -both using anti-sera raised against the protein, and by use of a special substrate that changed colour when cleaved by the enzyme. In addition, the roles of inducer and substrate (usually both lactose) could be separated using chemical derivatives that either induced synthesis of the enzyme but didn't serve as its substrate, or vice versa. These compounds -derived largely by Mel Cohen, one of the first in a long line of Americans to visit the lab -allowed sophisticated manipulation of the system, even while its genetics remained rudimentary.
The PaJaMa experiment
So what was it that had struck Jacob while preparing for his lecture in New York? What had convinced him that lambda and the lac genes were regulated identically? A dramatic clue had come from a pair of experiments -the racy sounding 'erotic induction' and the rather more prim PaJaMa experiment.
In fact, these were essentially the same experiment, but carried out in each of the two systems. Jacob, together with Elie Wollman, had established conjugation as a convenient way of mapping bacterial genes. Sex in bacteria was discovered in 1946 by a graduate student at Yale, Joshua Lederberg (husband of lambda's discoverer, Esther). Bacterial mating doesn't involve the fusing of male and female cells to create a diploid zygote, as it does in eukaryotes; rather, the chromosome of the male is threaded into the female, more male genes entering the female over time. And this process -conjugation as it was named -can be cut off prematurely, leaving partial diploids (Jacob and Wollman used a Waring blender for this experimental procedure, quickly and unsurprisingly christened coitus interruptus). By experimentally disrupting mating pairs of cells at different times after mixing, and assaying which genes had by then entered the female, genetic maps of the E. coli chromosome were established, and a new experimental tool was born.
When a male cell lysogenic for lambda (i.e. carrying a prophage) mated with a female that wasn't, two striking observations were made. First, the lambda prophage entered the female at a precise time after mating, just like any bacterial gene. This showed that the phage genome was associated with the bacterial chromosome at a defined location. But second, and more remarkably, upon entry into the non-lysogenic female, the prophage at once inducedhence the term 'erotic induction' (renamed 'zygotic induction' for publication; ''more decorous'' in Wollman's words). This explosive result revealed that the prophage in a lysogen was normally kept silent by a cytoplasmic factor whose presence inhibited expression of the phage genes: the non-lysogenic recipient female lacked this factor, and so the prophage was expressed. This experiment was carried out in 1956.
In late 1957 -a year before Jacob's Harvey LectureJacob and Monod decided to employ conjugation to look at the lac genes. This was to be their first collaboration. In fact, the experiment was carried out by Art Pardee from Berkeley, who was spending a sabbatical year at the Pasteur. Jacob and Monod had collected mutants in lacZ that could not make b-galactosidase, and others, which they called lacI -, that rendered expression of b-galactosidase constitutive (no longer inducible, the genes were expressed all the time, irrespective of whether lactose was present). So in what became known as the PaJaMa experiment, Pardee, Jacob and Monod set out to test whether inducibility or constitutive expression was dominant. To do this, they mated a lacZ + lacI + male with a lacZ -lacI -female (in the absence of inducer). They saw maximal (and constitutive) expression of b-galactosidase within minutes of the lacZ gene entering the female, after which expression fell and once again became inducible. The main conclusion from this experiment was that lacI encoded a trans-acting repressor molecule which inhibited expression of lacZ. The alternative expectation (held by Monod) had been that the mutant cells produced an inducer that drove constitutive expression; his scenario would have predicted that constitutive expression would be dominant. A preliminary report of the PaJaMa experiment was published in May 1958.
The similarity between zygotic induction and the PaJaMa experiment was striking. In both cases, genes (be they lambda lytic genes or lacZ) were released from repression when passed into the repressor-free cytoplasm of the recipient female. For lambda, this led to induction of the phage and death of the cell. In the PaJaMa experiment, it meant constitutive expression of lacZ -at least until synthesis of repressor from the closely linked lacI gene, also brought in by mating, reached a level sufficient to once again repress (and make inducible) lacZ expression.
But it was only in June of that year, while starting to prepare for the Harvey lecture, that Jacob saw just how far -and how usefully -this analogy could be extended. By assuming the two systems operated in the same way one could pool resources -the strength of lambda genetics could be coupled with the biochemical sophistication of the lac system, for instance. And if any feature found in one system was mirrored in the other, this would distinguish what was fundamental to gene regulation from mere eccentricities of either system. Jacob was about to leave Paris on an extended trip and didn't get to discuss this with Monod right away. And, as quoted by Judson in The Eighth Day of Creation, the one time Jacob was back in Paris before finally returning that September after the Harvey lecture, Monod was ''in his boat somewhere''.
Combining lac and Lambda
Once he began thinking of the two systems as one, Jacob realized that in both lac and lambda, a set of genes is kept off by a single repressor. For lambda, the set of genes was large (about 50) and Jacob found it hard to envisage the single lambda repressor inhibiting -specifically, and individually -protein synthesis of so many different genes. He reasoned it was more likely to impose control at the level of DNA, where all the genes were on a single molecule. He imagined repressor acting as a master switch at that first step of expression. And if this was true in lambda, it would be true for lac as well.
Once Monod embraced this approach, further ideas were discussed on a daily basis. Predictions and experiments came thick and fast. Thus, for example, if lac repressor worked at a specific location on DNA, it should be possible to get mutations in that site that would no longer bind repressor. Such mutations should render lacZ expression constitutive, just as mutations eliminating repressor itself did. But unlike lacI mutations, the lacO c mutations (as they became known) should not be complemented by a wildtype copy of the operator in trans (because, unlike the cytoplasmic repressor, the DNA site wouldn't act in trans). In a perfect example of the synergy between the systems, Jacob realized that mutants with exactly these characteristics had already been described in the lambda system (but not interpreted in this way). Thus, so-called Virulent (vir) mutations render a phage insensitive to the actions of repressor -they can grow on lysogenic cells (uninhibited by that cell's ''immunity''). And those mutations are dominant in cis: only genes on the same phage chromosome as the vir mutation (i.e., genes in cis to it) are expressed when lysogens are infected by a mix of lambda vir and lambda wild-type phage.
So Jacob and Monod set out to isolate the proposed lacO c mutations. This -and several other experiments -required E. coli strains stably diploid for the lac genes (diploids of the sort obtained in the PaJaMa experiment were only transient).
The problem was solved with the generation of a derivative F-plasmid that carried the lac genes (so-called F 0 lac plasmid). The F-plasmid is what enables sex between E. coli, and having the F-plasmid is what makes a cell male. This plasmid encodes the proteins needed to construct the physical connection with a female cell and feed the plasmid into her. In the experiments described thus far, those in which the bacterial chromosome is fed into the female recipient cell, a so-called Hfr strain was used: in that case, the F-plasmid has inserted into the bacterial chromosome, so when it passes into the female it drags the chromosomal DNA along with it. The lac genes carried on the F 0 lac derivative Jacob and Monod now used were picked up by the F-plasmid upon excision from the chromosome of an Hfr strain. Using F 0 lac plasmids, any alleles of the lac genes could be put into stable diploid combinations and their dominance and recessive character observed. This set-up allowed the lacO c mutations to be distinguished as a class that imposed constitutive expression in cis.
But the assumption that both the lac and lambda systems must operate in the same way had to contend with some awkward findings as well -results that didn't seem to fit. For example, there were three lac genes (in addition to LacZ, there were lacY, encoding the permease, and lacA, encoding an acetylase of unknown function) and Monod pointed out that, if all three were controlled from a single location by a master regulator, as predicted in the lambda case, they should be coordinately expressed under all circumstances. But, Monod revealed, induction with one particular kind of inducer activated synthesis of the permease but not b-galactosidase. A great skill in doing science is to know that sometimes an isolated result must be ignored (though remembered). It might be misleading. In this case, only later was the assay shown to be at fault. The protein being assayed as the presumed product of lacY in this experiment was in fact made by another gene elsewhere on the E. coli genome, controlled by a different system sensitive to this one inducer. Jacob and Monod also ignored the effect of glucose on their system. Again, this was necessary if they were to uncover the basic truth in an experimentally tractable way. Glucose effected regulation of the lac genes through a different regulator in a different way.
Although the work of Jacob and Monod is today primarily associated with gene regulation, it also played a part in uncovering the basic process of gene expression and the discovery of mRNA, as outlined in Box 1.
Years On
Fifty years on, we are struck by two things from the work of Jacob and Monod: first, the beauty of their thinking and the clarity with which they designed the experiments required to establish their model (I have given only a flavor here); and second, the fact that their model did indeed explain not only how bacterial cells and phage respond to their environment, but also, in essence, how development of a multi-cellular organism is controlled. That is, differentiation and cell fate in higher organisms are controlled through regulatory mechanisms very similar to those described in bacteria. That this is true is startling, and takes on even greater significance as it emerges that evolution itself very often works by fiddling -Jacob would say 'tinkering' -with those very regulatory mechanisms. Thus, the ideas of Jacob and Monod lie at the heart of our understanding not only of development, but also of how evolution has modeled, for example, animal diversity.
But before considering further the implications of their work for gene regulation more broadly, it is worth noting what their model did and didn't tell us. It uncovered the fundamental fact that genes are controlled at the level of transcription by the products of other genes encoding regulators. These regulators act through binding sites on DNA near the genes they control, each regulator recognizing a specific site and thus controlling specific genes. According to Jacob and Monod, these regulators are always repressors; by binding near the start of the gene they would block RNA polymerase and thus inhibit transcription. Their model -often known as the Operon model -also claimed that linked groups of genes ('operons') are controlled as single units. This is often true in bacteria, but unlike the rest of their model, is largely irrelevant in eukaryotes (where the regulators typically bind to separate sites at each gene they control). In fact, even in bacteria this property is far from universal. In the case of lambda itself, for example, many of the genes thought by Jacob and Monod to comprise a single operon are in fact controlled independently through the use of terminators and anti-terminators, and additional internal promoters. So rather ironically, the feature that gave the model its name was the one of least generality.
Jacob and Monod also realized that the regulators are themselves controlled by signals. Thus, the specificity of the lac repressor comes from, on the one hand, the fact it recognizes a site on DNA near the lac genes, and on the other, by the fact that it only binds that site in the absence of the sugar lactose. Though I haven't described any of the work here, lactose binds the repressor and inactivates it through allosteric modification. Monod (together with JeanPierre Changeux and Jeffries Wyman) came up with this model for the allosteric change to lac repressor caused by inducer. And the control of regulators by physiological signals -very often through allosteric changes -is yet another very general part of their model. Lambda repressor is inactivated by signals that induce a lysogen. Thus, UV-irradiation causes DNA damage. DNA damage is recognized by the RecA protein, which in response stimulates cleavage of a bacterial repressor (LexA) which otherwise keeps repressed various genes encoding DNA repair functions. Lambda repressor has evolved to look very like LexA, and so it too gets cleaved, triggering the prophage to switch to lytic growth and escape the damaged cell.
What Didn't They Know? They didn't know what repressors were made of -protein or RNA were the two obvious candidates, and they initially favored RNA (it was easier to see how RNA could recognize specific DNA sequences; and it seemed more efficient to use RNA rather than having to translate it into protein first). Soon afterwards protein became the favored candidate -amber mutations were isolated in the lambda repressor gene. Yet a number of attempts by different labs -including Monod's own -failed to isolate a repressor and some began to doubt the original model. Only in late 1966 did Wally Gilbert and Mark Ptashne, both at Harvard, working closely yet in competition, isolate the lac and lambda repressors, respectively, and show that they are proteins and that they do indeed work by binding to the operator sequences identified genetically by Jacob and Monod. I have in this article focused solely on the issue of regulation of gene expression. But Jacob and Monod's work -and in particular the PaJaMa experiment -also influenced ideas about the process of gene expression, and in particular the role of mRNA. It was at this time known that protein synthesis took place on ribosomes; also that ribosomes contained RNA -the likely intermediate between DNA and protein. So it was believed that ribosomes were factories, and that each made a specific protein. But there were several niggling problems with this model. In particular, the ribosomes seemed too stable and the RNA they contained too uniform to explain the varying patterns of gene expression required by the cell. These problems had for a few years caused a roadblock in thinking about the genetic code and how genes are expressed. The insight that an unstable RNA intermediate (messenger RNA) traveled from the gene to the ribosomes, carrying the genetic message that instructed the (otherwise dumb) ribosome what protein to make, was a revelation arrived at in Sydney Brenner's rooms in King's College Cambridge on Good Friday 50 years ago. Gathered there was a small group -including Jacob, Brenner, Francis Crick, Alan Garen, perhaps Ole Maaloe, and a few others. Jacob came to the meeting with news from Paris -constitutive operator mutations and the latest iterations of the PaJaMa experiment. Brenner and Crick were more interested in the genetic code than in regulation. They brought other data to the discussion, in particular the finding of Volkin and Astrachan (and earlier of Al Hershey) that, upon infection of E. coli by phage T2, an unstable RNA species was produced which had the same base composition as the phage DNA. It had been assumed this RNA was probably involved in phage replication rather than gene expression. But suddenly that afternoon it became obvious -first to Brenner and Crick, and then to the others present -that the rates of induction (and then repression) in the PaJaMa experiment predicted an unstable intermediate in gene expression, and that the unstable RNA produced in T2 infection could represent the comparable thing. Also, the operator constitutive mutants suggested that regulation (repression) really did act at the genetic level controlling production of the unstable mRNA. This discussion, continued that evening at a party at Crick's house, led directly to the experiment by Brenner and Jacob, who, together with Matt Meselson at Caltech that summer, demonstrated the existence of mRNA. Separately, Jim Watson, Wally Gilbert and Francois Gros arrived at a similar result through different means at Harvard.
Of course, since the emergence of RNAi and miRNAs, the suggestion that the repressors are RNAs doesn't seem as wide of the mark as once it did. RNA regulators, like site-specific DNA-binding proteins, can indeed provide the specificity needed to direct regulatory choices (though usually not at the level of transcription). In light of our discussion thus far, a nice example to consider is hybrid dysgenesis -a phenomenon that looks very like zygotic induction and the PaJaMa experiment. So, for example, when a male Drosophila bearing P-element transposons mates with a female that doesn't, the P-elements start transposing in the fertilized egg. This is because, like the non-lysogenic female E. coli that lacks lambda repressor to keep silent the incoming prophage, the female fly egg lacks the repressor needed to keep expression of the P-element switched off. And in this situation, repression requires small RNA molecules working through the RNAi pathway.
There has of late been much breathless coverage in the popular science press of so-called 'information beyond the genome' that allegedly exists to regulate gene expression in eukaryotic systems. In fact, all regulatory events need a protein to recognize a specific DNA sequence, or an RNA to recognize its site, to give the initial specificity. And either event relies very much on information within the genome.
What else didn't they know? Their model didn't allow for activators. But it didn't actually exclude them -that is, activators could readily be accommodated by the model; they too could be trans-acting factors recognizing sites on the DNA, just like repressors. But Monod in particular was for several years adamant that activators wouldn't exist because they are not necessary (the demands of any regulatory system could in principle be met using repressors, or repressors of repressors, etc., as detailed most fully in their General Conclusions piece for the 1961 Cold Spring Harbor Symposium of Quantitative Biology). Monod's characteristically intense conviction made it hard for evidence of positive regulation (initially obtained by Ellis Englesberg in the Arabinose system) to gain real traction. But by the late 1960s it was largely accepted that, as well as repressors, positive regulators do indeed exist. And it soon transpired that even the lac and lambda systems use activation as well as repression, and that activators obey the principles of the Jacob and Monod model for regulators.
How are the basic principles of the Jacob and Monod model extended to answer the specific demands of particular regulatory situations? A complete description of the lac genes themselves reveals one simple case. As we have already seen, lactose lifts repression of the lac genes by inactivating lac repressor, which otherwise binds the DNA and excludes binding of RNA polymerase. But in addition, the absence of glucose (a preferred energy source) triggers activation of those same genes by the activator CAP, which, in the absence of glucose, binds near the genes and recruits RNA polymerase to them. Thus, the lac genes are only expressed at high level in response to the simultaneous presence of two signals (presence of lactose, absence of glucose). This is an example of 'signal integration', which can readily be expanded to include more, and different, combinations of signals, each acting through a different regulator. Indeed, the activator (CAP) that signals absence of glucose to the lac genes similarly communicates that same condition to other genes that bear the appropriate DNA binding site; and at those genes it works in combination with different other regulators. But each regulator works according to the rules of the French.
And the complete picture of how lambda chooses between lytic and lysogenic development, and how the prophage is maintained stably in the lysogenic state (a classic case of epigenetics) or is efficiently induced, remains perhaps the most complete and elegant picture we have of how simple regulators solve sophisticated developmental problems (work largely carried out by Mark Ptashne, and recounted in his classic book, A Genetic Switch). Lambda repressor is both an activator and a repressor and uses cooperative binding to multiple sites on DNA, and positive and negative auto-regulation, to heighten the specificity and efficiency of its action. Another repressor (Cro) and another activator (CII) are also involved in regulating the phage life-style choice. Another feature of this system that is seen generally is that different promoters and regulators are used to establish and to maintain expression of repressor. All these clever ploys allow ever more fine-tuning. Yet all the regulators are working according to the model of Jacob and Monod with simple add-ons.
Regulation of Development
And as I have said, similar systems of regulation underpin the development of higher organisms as well. The classic genetic screens carried out by Nusselein-Volhard and Wieschaus in their search for the regulators of the critical decisions in early Drosophila development turned up largely site-specific DNA-binding proteins -regulators of the Jacob and Monod sort. And when the actions of some of these regulators were worked out in detail, what was revealed was a series of Jacob and Monod-like regulatory systems -the trans activators and repressors binding to DNA sites (cis regulatory sequences) upstream of target genes. The regulators each communicate to the gene a signal (a physiological or developmental timing cue), and work together, often cooperatively, and so on. Regulation of the Eve stripe 2 enhancer -required for expression of the segmentation gene even-skipped (eve) in a specific stripe of the developing Drosophila embryo -by two activators and two repressors is a nice case in point (see the review by Mike Levine in this issue).
Even in mammalian development we see again and again that the laws of Jacob and Monod hold firm. A nice recent example, from the work of Robin Lovell-Badge, shows how the DNA-binding protein Sry determines male development in genetically male mice. The regulatory events that govern this process resemble remarkably closely the regulatory logic of lambda. In other cases -the classic work of Harold Weintraub on muscle differentiation, the cell fusion experiments of Helen Blau, and more recently the Shinya Yamanaka experiment in which expression of three (transactivating, DNA-binding) regulators was shown to be enough to generate induced pluripotential stem (iPS) cells -all show that even mammalian differentiation is happening in the world as described by Jacob and Monod. Indeed, very often the experimental manipulations used to reveal the workings of these systems are essentially the same as the experiments performed by Jacob and Monod. Stable states of differentiation turn out to be maintained by trans-acting cytoplasmic factors, and those factors turn out chiefly to be DNA-binding regulators. And such systems can maintain very stable states in mammalian development -just as they do when maintaining a lambda lysogen -and yet can be turned into something else if manipulated to do so (experimentally, as in the Yamanaka case). One last point: the frequency of iPS cell production can be increased by certain treatments -DNA demethylation, for example -but it is the transcription factors that provide the specific instruction to become an iPS cell by activating the correct genes. Just as, in the case of muscle cell differentiation, only MyoD (or another of the myogenic regulators) activates the correct genes to make a cell a muscle cell.
Evolution by Tinkering
And what of evolution, the topic to be covered in the reviews that follow? Much has been written on how gene regulation can itself evolve, and the extent to which changes in gene regulation underpin changes seen in evolution.
Much of the field of EvoDevo employs the language of Jacob and Monod when describing the causes of morphogenetic variation between animals. Thus, there is much discussion about whether changes in 'cis regulator sequences' account for most variation in animal form (as opposed to changes in coding sequences of proteins). These are the cis regulatory sequences of Jacob and Monod. It now seems that much evolutionary variation does indeed come down to changes in the regulation of genes, rather than the invention of new enzymes. (I hasten to add that I am here talking only of morphological diversity in higher organisms; bacterial diversity is metabolic diversity, and more often requires changes in protein sequences and the acquisition of novel enzymatic activities.) Often the changes in regulation are indeed mediated by changes in the cis regulatory sequences (as Jacob and Monod's model might lead one to expect), examples being found in the work of Sean Carroll, David Kingsley, and others; similarly, change in the expression of a regulator was shown by John Doebley to be critical in domestication of maize. But also, as seen in work on the evolution of gene regulation in yeast (see the review by Hao Li and Alexander Johnson in this issue), regulatory variation can also arise through modest changes in the sequences of the transacting regulators (changes that can easily alter who touches whom, changing which partners bind cooperatively at what genes, and hence when and where those genes are expressed).
While not the first, certainly an early and articulate proponent of the idea that evolution would feed off changes in patterns of gene expression -reusing the repertoire of proteins already encoded rather than inventing new ones -was Francois Jacob himself, in a 1977 paper in Science entitled ''Evolution and Tinkering''. As he noted: ''Biochemical changes do not seem, therefore, to be a main driving force in the diversification of living organisms. The really creative part of biochemistry must have occurred very early.'' Instead, he argued that: ''It seems likely that divergence and specialization of mammals, for instance, resulted from mutations altering regulatory circuits rather than chemical structures. Small changes modifying the distribution in time and space of the same structures are sufficient to affect deeply the form, the functioning, and the behavior of the final product -the adult animal..It is always a matter of tinkering.''
